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Background

o Apprenticeship – London England – Paris France – Italy 
o One of 72 “Certified Master Chefs in USA”
o Past ACF National President 2000 – 2004
o WACS Vice President 2004 - 2008
o Past National Team USA Manager 2000 – 2008 – Team Chef of 

World Hot Kitchen Champions IKA 2004

Career Highlights

o Trusthouse Forte Hotel & Catering Company North America & UK
o Sixty Four Greenwich Ave - 3 Stars NY Times & Cantare in 

Chicago 2.5 Stars Chicago Tribune
o Westchester Country Club, NY
o Le Cordon Blue North America Vice President
o The Polo Club, Boca Raton



o I have traveled over 60 trips in other countries 
competing, cooking, learning, eating and sharing 
my passion for a simple thing called food. 

o At the end of the day I am a passionate chef who 
may be a teacher and a mentor but always 
remains a student of the craft.



I cook with water I do not walk on 
water





Today we shall discuss and share my thoughts and 
philosophy on the following;

Innovation versus creativity in your culinary program
q The Difference
q Why Both Are Needed For Short Term And Long Success 

Professional And For Your Club / Resort
q Change With Purpose

Leadership versus managing as a culinary leader
q The Difference
q Cause And Effect
q The Work Force Today And Why Culture Is Still Essential For 

Success



Managers – manage resources – processes – procedures -
financials and people.

Managing is more about administering and making sure the 
day-to-day things are happening as they should.

As Chefs who manage we;
execute a vision: take a strategic vision and break it down 
into a roadmap to be followed by the team

Direct: day-to-day work efforts, review resources needed 
and anticipate needs along the way

We practice process management: establish work rules, 
processes, standards and operating procedures

We are people Focused: look after your people, their 
needs, listen to them and involve them



Leaders manage but have vison and a big picture plan.

Leadership is about getting people to understand and believe 
in your vision and to work with you to achieve your goals while 
managing is more about administering and making sure the 
day-to-day things are happening as they should.

Leaders take people to a place they would not have gone 
without their influence and mentoring as well leaders take 
their department or operation to new places by innovation and 
the ability to have a vision being an agent of change with 
purpose.

Traits of Leaders

Honesty & Integrity: are crucial to get your people to believe 
you and buy into the journey you are taking them on



Vision: know where you are, where you want to go 
and enroll your team in charting a path for the future
Inspiration: inspire your team to be all they can by 
making sure they understand their role in the bigger 
picture

Ability to Challenge: do not be afraid to challenge the 
status quo, do things differently and have the 
courage to think outside the box

Communication Skills: keep your team informed of 
the journey, where you are, where you are heading 
and share any roadblocks you may encounter along 
the way



Leadership vs. 
Management
§ Leaders create a vision, managers create goals
§ Leaders are change agents, managers maintain the status 

quo.
§ Leaders are unique, managers copy.
§ Leaders take risks, managers control risk .
§ Leaders are in it for the long haul, managers think 

short-term.
§ Leaders grow personally, managers rely on existing, 

proven skills.
§ Leaders build relationships, managers build systems and 

processes.



Innovation vs. Creativity 



Innovation vs. Creativity 

u Creativity

u Not always sustainable

u Here today gone 
tomorrow

u Not always sensible 

u Is an expression of ones 
self and their thoughts 
or taste

u Ego or its cool driven

u Innovation

u Foundation

u Sustainable 

u Has a greater purpose

u Is an expression of ones 
self but thought out 
with practicality and the 
larger picture



Innovation vs. Creativity 
There’s a lot of confusion surrounding creativity and 
innovation.

“Creative types,” in particular, (CHEFS) claim that 
creativity and innovation can’t be measured. 

Performance and how we are measured, however, 
demands quantifiable metrics  so you can identify what 
success looks like. 

In a culinary and technical world that changes every day, 
it’s imperative that chefs especially figure out the 
difference between creativity and innovation for long 
term success.



Innovation vs. Creativity 
The main difference between creativity and innovation is 
the focus. 

Creativity is about unleashing the potential of the mind to 
conceive new ideas. 

Our creative concepts could manifest themselves in any 
number of ways, for chefs, they become something we 
can see, hear, smell, touch, and taste. 

Creative ideas can also be thought experiments within 
one person’s mind.

Creativity is subjective, making it hard to measure and 
making opinions along with personal preferences drive 
decisions.



Innovation vs. Creativity 
Innovation, on the other hand, can be completely measurable. 

Innovation is about introducing change and new (creative) 
concepts that can become viable and have sustainability and add 
to your member experience.

By identifying opportunity to brand, create change to enhance 
the member experience or an unmet need, your club can use 
innovation and apply its creative resources to add value or build 
top line revenue.

As chefs or F&B leaders we often chase creativity.
What we really need to pursue is innovation. 

Theodore Levitt puts it best: “What is often lacking is not 
creativity in the idea-creating sense but innovation in the action-
producing sense, i.e. putting ideas to work.”



Today’s innovation
Tomorrow’s Inspiration

o Members don’t want change 
o Lack of trust
o Fear of failure
o Tolerance for new ideas
o Rigid member cultures

Why don’t we innovate or push forward?

Why we need to innovate

o What happens outside our gates matters
o To create the member experience time and time again
o Have our members think of their club first when planning to 

dine out or celebrate with F&B
o Rather than merely keeping our club status quo, innovate, 

create and keep a member along with gaining new members 



As Chefs

v Disregard your expertise & ego –
When your vision is based on your 
perceived expertise it is clouded 
and you may why think why it will 
NOT work rather than how we can 
get it to work.

v Perfection is a nice goal but not  
realistic and stops from innovation, 
for new concepts over 70% success 
is great! 

v Get your teams input and by in 
critical for long term success.

v We don’t know what we don’t 
know, read, learn, look at other 
industries even the ones you may 
roll your eyes at. 



Innovation

Branding

Concepts that fill a market niche or growing lifestyle change

• Food Halls
• Plant Based Foods
• Global Flavors Even If QSR 
• Giving Choices 
• Nut And Grain Milks

Taking A Known Favorite And Remaking It

• Meatless Burgers
• Sandwiches 
• Flourless Pizza Crust
• Non Alcoholic Beverages
• Cold Brewed Coffee



Innovation  



Creativity 







Innovation 
Sessions an 

Investment in 
Success



Innovation Sessions a Investment in Success



Innovation an Investment in Success



Innovation will Deliver The Experience



Big Picture Innovation 



Take Risk – Steeplechase Take Risk – Steeplechase 





o Clubs need purposeful change 
that creates opportunities for 
growth and attracts future 
members while still pleasing the 
present demographic. 

o Innovation & Leadership Drive 
Success

o Learn from the commercial 
sector and adapt as needed.

o Keep current
o Stay connected
o Have passion
o Balance in hospitality is 

important
o Relationships matter 

Summary 



Thank You For Coming

Have A Great Conference!

edwardl@poloclub.net


